STANDARD HYBRIDIZERS AGREEMENT & ENTRY
FORM
For All America Select Trial Gardens, managed by CGD
1.
This agreement is between the seedling owner
___________________________________and Commercial Growers
Division (CGD) who is the manager of the AA Trials and Gardens.
2.
The owner certifies that this described and pictured seedling has never
been offered for sale or given away previously, neither public or private and
that he/she is in full control of said undisseminated seedling and that this
seedling is of North American origin.
3.
If the 75 corms are received damaged, the entry may not be accepted
unless the hybridizer can send more stock.
Seedling Number:___________Parentage: __________________________
Classification and Description:
_______________________________________________
_________________________________________________
________________________________________________
Number of existing stock of this seedling after removing 75 corms for trials:
Measurements in diameter
Large: over 1.5 "_________Medium: 1" to 1.5"__________
Small: Less than 3/4” to 1" _______Cormels: __________
If this seedling is awarded All America Select status, the hybridizer may retain
the option of introducing the seedling or selecting their own cataloger by paying
CGD $100.00. Catalogers bidding on this selected glad will pay CGD $100.00 and
the hybridizer $150.00 plus shipping upon receipt of the stock. When the seedling
listed above is introduced, the cataloger will pay the hybridizer an additional
$150.00. In the month of April of the year introduced, total guaranteed cash
award to the hybridizer would be $300.00. CGD does not guarantee the exchange
of money or corms. This will be the hybridizers and the catalogers responsibility.

If more than one cataloger would like to purchase the rights to a selected seedling,
they may bid higher than the $150.00, either upon receipt or upon introduction.
Bidding must be completed within two weeks of the last week of the convention.
If the cataloger does not introduce the above seedling after four years the
hybridizer may retain another outlet.
CGD only guarantees that your seedling received in good condition by April 1 will
be in the AA trials. CGD makes no guarantees on shipment of corms or quality of
corms received or shipped to the trials. Every effort will be made to have each
entry fairly judged and tabulated. The hybridizer agrees that CGD or its agents
accepts no liability for any circumstances, seen or unforeseen during the trials
and/or selection.
This hybridizer agreement must be signed and in the hands of CGD President by
April 15.

Date:_______________________
Signature______________________________________

